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Abstract
Although it has been proposed that antiferromagnetically-coupled skyrmions can be driven at
extremely high speeds, such skyrmions are near impossible to inject with currentmethods. In this
paper, we propose the use ofDMI-induced edgemagnetization tilting to perform in-line skyrmion
injection in a synthetic antiferromagnetic branched nanostructure. The proposedmethod circum-
vents the skyrmion topological protection and lowers the required current density. By allowing
additional domainwalls (DWs) to formon the branch, the threshold injection current density was
further reduced by 59%. The increased efficiencywas attributed to inter-DWrepulsion andDW
compression. The former acts as amultiplier to the effective field experienced by the pinnedDWwhile
the latter allowsDWs to accumulate enough energy for depinning. The branch geometry also enables
skyrmions to be shifted and deletedwith the use of only three terminals, thus acting as a highly scalable
skyrmionmemory block.

1. Introduction

Magnetic skyrmions are bubble-likemagnetization configurations that exist in the nanometer length scale. Due
to theirmany attractive attributes as a candidate for a universalmemory, they have been at the center ofmuch
scientific endeavors [1–7]. However, a few persistent challenges hinder the realization of the skyrmionic
memory. First of which is the presence of a skyrmionHall effect which leads to a transversemotion of the
skyrmion under an electric current. This behavior often leads to skyrmion annihilation at the nanowire edges
and imposes a speed limit for skyrmions [1, 5, 8–12]. Secondly, as skyrmions aremagnetically charged, they
experience significant repulsionwith each other [6]. This limits the skyrmion packing density and imposes a data
density limit on any skyrmion-basedmemory device.

Although several solutions have been proposed to overcome these challenges, the switch to the use of a
synthetic antiferromagnetic (SAF)medium for skyrmionmotion have been shown to bemore promising
[10, 13]. In such systems, two skyrmionswith opposite polarity but similar chirality are coupled
antiferromagnetically across a heavymetal layer. In the SAFmedium, the compensatingmagneticmoments of
the top and bottom layers are insensitive to externally appliedmagnetic fields, resulting in single skyrmion
injection becoming an almost impossible task. Research by ZhouYan et alhas shown that the vertical injection
of spin-polarized current can create skyrmions [10]. However, evenwith a low interlayer exchange of
−2 pJ m−1, spin current densities of at least 700MA cm−2 are needed. The resulting Joule heating imposes a
large thermal stress on themagneticmaterial, affecting both its spin configuration and itsmagnetic properties
[14–17]. Consequently, the lack of a reliablemethod to inject single skyrmions remains a key challenge for the
development of skyrmionicmemory devices.

In this paper, we demonstrate a highly efficient, in-line and on-demand injection scheme for SAF-coupled
skyrmions on a branchedmagnetic nanostructure. At the branch edges, theDMI-inducedmagnetization tilting
was harnessed to create a chiral in-planemagnetization that allows spin-orbit torques (SOTs) to efficiently
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nucleate domains. The domains are then ejected from the branch and propelled into the nanowire to form a
skyrmion. The energy-intensive depinning processes was found to be governed by inter-domainwall (DW)
repulsion and compressionwhich, in a SAFmaterial, exhibit a spring-like behavior. The effect was exploited by
the injection of an additional DW into the branch to further reduce the threshold injection current density by a
third. Reversing the applied current, we show that the skyrmions are drawn towards the branch and deleted.
Therefore, the proposed branched nanostructure can inject, shift, and delete skyrmions efficiently.

2.Methods

2.1.Micromagneticmodel
The numerical simulationwas performedwith amodified version of themumax3micromagnetics solver. The
solver evolves themagnetization in discrete time steps using the Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert equationwith added
spin torque terms. The full equation is given by [37]:
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where γ0 is the electron gyromagnetic ratio,α is the damping parameter and Beff


is the effective field. To
calculate the effective field,material parameters of Co/Ptmultilayers are used as shown in table 1 [5, 6]. The
synthetic ferromagnetic couplingmodels the use of a 0.4 nmRuthenium spacer layer between the top and
bottommagnetic layers with an interlayer exchange strength corresponding to 0.2 pJ m−1 [35]. However, the
magnetization dynamics was found to be insensitive to changes in the SAF coupling strength as long as the
skyrmions remains coupled. In all simulations, cell sizes of 1×1×0.4 nm3were used. The Zhang-Li spin
torque STTt and the spinHall torque SHEt are expressed as [23, 37]:
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where ξ is the degree of non-adiabaticity, û is the current density unit vector, e the electronic charge,Msat the
saturationmagnetization, θSH is the spinHall angle and t is thefilm thickness in the z-direction. The above
implementation of SHEt was added to the source code of the solver used. Thematerial parameters used for the
micromagnetic calculations are listed in table 1. For the synthetic antiferromagnet stack, the Ru layer is assumed
to not contribute to eitherDMI or SOT experienced by themagnetic layers as Ru/Co interfaces show a low spin–
orbit coupling [38].

2.2. Current densitymodeling
The current density for the branched nanostructures were calculated using theDC currentmodule in the
COMSOLmultiphysics software. The current densities statedwere taken from the average current density in the
device area shown infigure 2(b).

2.3DW length calculation
In the calculation of theDW length, the followingmagnetization profile for theNéel wall was assumed [34],

x 2 tan ,1 e 1

e 1

x L

x Lq = - -
+( )( )

/

/
where θ is themagnetization angle in the xz-plane. In this case, x is taken to be zero at

Table 1. List ofmicromagnetic parameters used for numerical and
analytical calculations.

Symbol Quantity Value

Msat Saturationmagnetization 580 kA m−1

Ku Uniaxial anisotropy 500 kJ m−3

D Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction strength 2 mJ m−2

A Exchange stiffness 15 pJ m−1

α Damping parameter 0.1

ξ Degree of non-adiabaticity 0.35

θSH SpinHall angle 0.15
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the center of theDW. The expression can be rearranged to show the out-of-planemagnetization component,

m x tanh .z
x

L
= ( )( ) The position xwhich solves the equationwas taken to be the start and end of theDW.

3. Spin orbit torque-induced in-line domain injection

SOTs have been the subject ofmany recent research endeavors due to their potential for efficientmagnetization
switching [18–22]. In particular, the spin accumulation at the heavymetal-ferromagnet interface due to the spin
Hall effect has been found to be useful formagnetization switching. The effective field from the spinHall effect

for an electric current applied in the x direction is given by H m ySH
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where m


is the

magnetization, θSH is the spinHall angle, ja is the applied current density and t is the thickness of themagnetic
material [23]. To enable efficient SOT-inducedmagnetization switching in perpendicularmagnetic anisotropy

(PMA)materials, the z-component in HSH


should bemaximized by having large x-magnetization (mx) [24–26].

It is then convenient to take advantage of the inherent edgemagnetization tilting effect due to theDMI to
produce amx.

In PMA ferromagnets withDMI, themagnetization at the edges experiences an in-plane tilt due to the
boundary conditions imposed by theDMI. In the case of a nanowire along the x-axis, themagnitude ofmx due to

edgemagnetization tilting is given by m Lx
D

A2
= where L is theDW length,D is theDMI energy per unit area and

A is the exchange stiffness [27–29]. By lowering the PMA, thus increasing L,mx is increased even further.More
importantly, theDMI-induced edge tilting has a chirality and produces amx that is opposite in direction for the
two SAF-coupledmagnetic layers. This conveniently enables themagnetization of both SAF-coupled layers to be
switched simultaneously using SOT,without requiring any biasfield.

Figure 1(a) shows a SAF nanowirewith the left and right halves having an anisotropy energy density of 300
and 600 kJ m−3, respectively. Such localized reduction in PMAcan be achieved experimentally by using a
combination of ion implantation and lithography processes[30, 31]. Even though themagnetization of the top

and bottom layers is opposite, the effective field from the spinHall effect HSH


( ) always act to reverse the

magnetization at the edges. Furthermore, the lowered PMAallows HSH


to switch themagnetizationwithout

needing a high current density. Figure 1(b) shows that after nucleation of the first DW, it is driven to the right
into the region of higher PMAby the spinHall effective field. Themagnetization at the left edgewill tilt again
when theDW is driven sufficiently far, and the cycle can be repeated indefinitely for continuous domain
nucleation. (supplementary video 1 is available online at stacks.iop.org/NJP/20/013029/mmedia.)

4. Three terminal skyrmion device

To circumvent the topological protection of a skyrmion, themagnetization reversal process should be initiated
at the edges where topological charge can be addedwithoutmuch energy costs [32]. Infigure 2(a), we show such
a device where skyrmions can be injected via a 20 nmwide branch protruding from the 60 nmwidemain
nanowire. The limitations of standard fabrication techniques were also taken into consideration by rounding the
inner corners of the device. In the branch, the PMA is reduced to take advantage of SOT for efficient in-line
domain injection as described earlier. The device is operated by the application of pulsed current at each of the
three terminals. Towrite a skyrmion, a positive voltage is applied toV2 andV3 while keepingV1 grounded. Due

Figure 1. Schematic representations of the top mT
( ) and bottom mB

( ) magnetization of the synthetic antiferromagnet nanowire along

with the spinHall effective field HSH


acting onmagnetizations. The color of the arrows represents themz component. (a) Initial

magnetization before application of current. Due to the lowerKu on the left, a significantmagnetization edge tilting is observedwhile
the highKu on the right resists the edge tilting (b)magnetization at 19 ps after application of current. The injectedDW is driven along
the+x direction.
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to the small width (20 nm) of the nanowire branch, a high current density is experiencedwithin the branch
which conveniently allows rapid domain nucleation and thus skyrmion injection into themain nanowire.

The skyrmion injection process can be summarized as the nucleation of twoDWs, followed by their
depinning at the branch junction.During the process the twoDWswrap around to form a single skyrmion.
Under a current density of 67MA cm−2, skyrmions are nucleated in less than 100 ps. To analyze the nucleation
process and observe the depinningmechanisms, the current density is increased in smaller steps. The simulation
snapshots at various times of interest are shown infigure 2(b). Applying a current density of 36MA cm−2, the
DMI-induced edgemagnetization tilting allows the SOT to nucleate aDW, in the sameway as shown infigure 1.
However, at the junction, there is a strong pinning field attributable to two sources. Firstly, the higher PMA in
the nanowire, and secondly, the energy needed forDWbending and stretching. The latter can be seen from the
crescentDWshape in themagnetization profile at the 15 ps snapshot.Without a higher current density, theDW
remains pinned.

Since the skyrmion injection process involves the nucleation and propulsion ofDWs, themagnetostatic
energy of the system can be understood from theDWareal energy density given by [33, 34],

A

L
K L D

2
2 , 1effs p= + - ( )

whereKeff is the effective anisotropy considering the demagnetizing fields.When theDW is compressed, the
exchange energy is increased at the expense of the anisotropy. The interplay between the two energies therefore
signals any change inDW length. Themagnetostatic energy of the systemwith respect to time is shown in
figure 2(c).

At 70 ps, the current density is increased to 49MA cm−2 which is sufficient for the nucleation of the second
DW.As the secondDW is pushed downwards, it interacts repulsively with the first DWwhich is apparent from

Figure 2. (a)Vectormap of threshold current density applied for skyrmion injection. The arrows represent the electron flowdirection.
Themain nanowire has awidth of 60 nmand a length of 312 nm. (b) Snapshots at the branch junction at various times during the
injection process. (c)Magnetostatic energy and applied current density of the skyrmion device as a function of time during injection.
The dotted red circles highlight the spike in exchange energy that is due toDWcompression.
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the spike in the exchange energy and the fall in anisotropy energy. However, the pinning potential experienced
by thefirst DW is still stronger than sumof the SOT force and repulsive interaction force received.With the final
increase of current density to 67 MA cm−2, an immediate spike in exchange energy is observed. This is explained
by the secondDWexerting an additional pressure on the first, due to the secondDWexperiencing the increased
push from the SOT. At 275 ps, a thirdDW is nucleatedwhich provides the last push required to depin the first
twoDWs from the junction and a skyrmion is expelled.

From the skyrmion injection process, it is apparent that the cumulativeDWpressure helps to reduce the
threshold injection current. Next, we investigated if the addition of extraDW (n) in the branch lowers the
threshold injection current. By increasing or decreasing the anisotropy value in the topmost edge of the branch,
the SOT-inducedDWnucleation is toggled on or off.With only twoDWs (n=0), theminimum required for
skyrmion formation, the threshold injection current density was found to nearly triple to 163MA cm−2 as
compared to the case of one additionalDW (n=1). AlthoughmoreDWs can be added to theDWchain to
further reduce the threshold skyrmion nucleation current density, it is necessary to increase the length of the
branch to accommodate additional DWs.Unfortunately, this increases the electrical resistance of the branch
and offsets the gain in efficiency from the reduced threshold current density.

The dependence of the threshold injection current density on the branchwidthwas also investigated.
Increasing the branchwidth, the threshold injection current density was found to decrease, as shown in
figure 3(a). However, there exists a limit for themaximumbranchwidth. At widths ofmore than 40 nm, thefirst
DW (DW1) depinsmuch earlier than the secondDW (DW2). Consequently, the twoDWs donot join to form a
skyrmion as shown infigures 3(b) and (c). This phenomenon can be understood from the current density
distributionwheremost of the current is concentrated at the branch corners as highlighted infigure 3(d).
Therefore, inwide branches, DWs are depinnedmore easily. On the other hand, branches that are narrower than
16 nmhave a relatively uniform current density and do not suffer from thismode of failure. Instead, the
narrower branches cause themain nanowire to receive a lower amount of current. Therefore, when the first DW
is pushed into themain nanowire, it no longer receives a strong propagation force. As a result, theDWs in a
narrow branch require an unrealistically high current density to depin.

The branched nanowire geometry is not only able to achieve efficient skyrmion injection, but it also allows
for bit shift and delete operations. By changing the pulse amplitudes ofV1–3, thewrite, shift, and delete
operations can be performed. Infigure 4, we demonstrate thewriting of two skyrmions followed by a shift
operation andfinally the deletion of the first skyrmion.While the nucleation andmanipulation of only two
skyrmionswas demonstrated, the proposed device has a storage capacity that is similar to thewell-studied
skyrmion racetrackmemory devices [1, 2, 5, 7, 12, 35]. Skyrmion shifting is achieved by the application of a
current density along the axis of the nanowire. The delete operation is the reverse of thewrite operation; instead
of pushing out a skyrmion, the skyrmion is instead drawn towards the branchwhere it eventually annihilates.
For the shift and delete operations, the threshold current density is less than 20MA cm−2 which is significantly
less than the threshold skyrmion injection current. The difference is due to the reduced pinning force as it is
energetically favorable for skyrmions tomove from the high PMAnanowire into the lowPMAbranch. The
entire process outlined infigure 4 is shown in supplementary video 2.

Figure 3. (a)Graph of threshold current density required for skyrmion injection as a function of branchwidth. n is the number of
additional domainwalls injected. Inset shows the dimensions of the nanostructure studied. (b) and (c) Simulation snapshots of a failed
injection attempt in the 44 nmwide branch nanostructure. Current density distribution in (d) 44 nmwide and (e) 16 nmwide
nanostructure. The same colormap is used for both.
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5. Increased spin torque efficiency in aDWchain

TheDWmagnetization profile was studied as a function of the number ofDWs in the chain. A SAF nanowire
with an anisotropy stepwas considered as shown infigure 5. The anisotropy step represents an energy barrier
that pins the leadingDW if insufficient SOT is supplied. Under a current density of 30 MA cm−2, the number of
DWs in the chainwas gradually incremented. Figure 5(a) shows the equilibriummagnetization configuration.
AsmoreDWswere added, the leadingDWsbecomes increasingly compressed. Unsurprisingly, when increasing
the current density to 40 and 50MA cm−2, theDWchain compression also increases. It can be concluded that
the compression arises from the SOTs experienced by theDWs.

By calculating theDW length frommicromagnetic simulations, theDWcompression can be quantified (see
methods). Infigure 5(b), an increase in current density compresses eachDW in the chain non-uniformly, with
thefirst DWexperiencing themost compression and slight less for eachDW that follows. This suggests that each
DWup the chain experiences the cumulative force that acts on the previousDWs. Figure 5(c) shows the
magnetostatic energy of eachDW in the system. As theDWsbecome increasingly compressed, anisotropy
energy is decreased. However, the energy change is offset by the increase in exchange energy, resulting in a net
linear increase of energy in the system. The change inmagnetostatic energy is consistent with theDWareal
energy density given by equation (1).

Néel DWs are known to tilt when a SOT effective field is applied.However, in a SAF nanowire, the tilt of the
top and bottomDWs cancels out and results in aDWwith no tilt [36]. Therefore, the SAFDWchain system is

Figure 4.Demonstration ofwrite/shift/delete operations of the branched nanowire device. Each operation is accomplished by
changing the voltage at each of the three terminals (gold). The blue arrows indicate the direction of the current flow.
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reminiscence of a vertical stack ofmechanical springs; each spring experiences a gravitational force F1 and the
gravitational force from all the springs above, culminating in the bottommost spring acquiring themost

compression energy. Substituting the equilibriumDW length L A

Keq
eff

= into equation (1), theMaclaurin’s

series read:

L
K

A
L O L2 , 2eq

3
2 3s sD = + D + D( ) ( ) ( )

whereΔL is the change inDW length caused by the compression andσeq is theDWenergy at equilibriumwhich
is calculated to be 0.317 eV for the geometry andmaterial parameters used in our study. Infigure 6(a), we show
that the spin torque-inducedDWcompression can indeed bemodeled like the compression of amechanical
spring; in the formof a quadratic relation between energy stored and compression length using equation (2). The

Figure 5. (a)Magnetization snapshots of nanowires containing varying number ofDWs at 30 MA cm−2 and nineDWs at 40 and
50 MA cm−2. (b)CharacteristicDW length as a function of current density and number ofDWs. Bottom inset shows a similar
mechanical spring analog of theDWsystem. (c)Energy perDW for each additional DWadded to a nanowire at 30 MA cm−2.

Figure 6. (a)DWenergy extracted frommicromagnetic simulations at various current densities versus theDWcompression length
ΔL. The springmodel is the analytic function plotted from equation (2). (b) 2Dmap ofDWcompression energy stored in the leading
DWas a function of current density and number ofDWs.
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slight y offset between the analytical and numerical data can be explained by theDWs experiencing aDMI-
induced edge tilting along the y-axis which results in increased anisotropy energy. Nonetheless, the energy offset
is less than 5%. The coefficient of the quadratic termwas also found to be different by nomore than 1%. The
surprisingly goodfit between the numerical data and our springmodel demonstrates that the energy changes
due to the application of spin torques can be completely accounted for byDWcompression.

Under a spin torque compression, theDWs accumulate energywhich is then used to overcome pinning
potentials.With a quadratic springmodel, it becomes possible to obtain the compression energy of theDWs
using only the changes inDW lengths. The compression energy of the leadingDWwas obtained as a function of
applied current density and number ofDW in the chain, as shown infigure 6(b). The compression energy was
found to scale linearly with both the current density and number ofDWs. The number ofDWs therefore acts as a
multiplier to the amount of spin-torque experienced by the leadingDW.As a result, the combination of a high
current density and a longDWchain can produce a compression energy that is useful for overcoming pinning
potentials.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have demonstrated a highly efficient in-line skyrmion injectionmethod using a branched
nanowire geometry in a synthetic antiferromagnet system. The exploitation of theDMI-induced edge tilting and
efficient SOTs allowedDWs to be injected efficiently into the branch. Further accumulatingDWs in the branch
created a compression of the leadingDW,which provides the required energy to depin theDWs from the
junction. The compressionmechanism resulted in the reduction of the threshold injection current density by a
third. The branched device also functions as a skyrmionmemory cell that uses only three terminals to
accomplish the shift/delete/write operations. Lastly, we have also investigated theDWcompression and found
that theDWchain acts like amechanical springwhen compressed. This discovery reduces the depinning current
density inDW logic andmemory devices, thus improving energy efficiency.
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